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Abstract
We report here on vocal fold (VF) kinematics in one case of the extremely rare VF condition known as “bamboo vocal folds” (B-nodes). Our High Speed Digital Phonoscopy
(HSDP) study used the custom made DiagNova processing system to describe the behavior of the VF in this rare case. We believe that this is the first ever HSDP, kymographic, and
phonovibrogram study of B-nodes.
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Introduction
The so-called bamboo VF (B-nodes) have been given this name because the VF mucosa
shows transverse white-to-yellow thin band-like deposits, or lesions located in the middle of the membranous portion of the VF [1-7]. In most cases, the lesions are bilateral,
but not opposing each other [4]. The most common voice characteristics of these rare
cases include instability of pitch, loudness control problems, intermittent aperiodic dysphonia, and even episodes of aphonia [7].
Multiple B-nodes etiologies have been postulated. In general, most reports ascribe Bnodes to immune deficiency [1-5], but common immunological signs for all patients are
not found [7]. Causation including vascular trauma was also proposed [6].
In Chapter 46 of this volume, we discuss white light (WL) and Narrow Band Imaging
(NBI®) findings in these cases and argued against phonotrauma as causation for B-nodes
[8]. Here we continue to elaborate on the kinematics of the VF in one of these cases
based on LVS and HSDP recordings performed in Moscow, Russia by Ekaterina V. Osipenko. Her video file was submitted to DiagNova (Wrocław, Poland) for detailed kinematic
analysis because B-nodes are not only enigmatic, but are also extremely rare. In our US
practice of more than 10,000 cases, we encountered four B-node cases, of which three
are described in Chapter 46 of this volume [8].
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Description of the case
On November 12, 2014, a phoniatric examination by Dr. Osipenko and her colleagues
took place in Moscow, Russia. The subject was a 26 year-old female who presented with
eight months history of hoarseness. Her medical and social history included hoarseness,
phonasthenia, discomfort in the larynx, and feeling of congestion in the throat, which
appeared after lacunar tonsillitis on April 2014. This patient was also examined by a
rheumatologist from the Nasonova Institute of Scientific Research of Rheumatology in
Moscow. Based on this exam, she was diagnosed with Sjögren’s syndrome. The Sjögren’s
syndrome caused her moderate weakness (mostly in the afternoon), including experiencing muscle pain (myodonia).
Her other findings based on blood samples included: selective IgA deficiency; increasing of IgG and circulating immune complex; anti-Rо/SS-A more than 200 ea/ml;
anti-La/SS-B more than 200 ea/ml; CRP (c-reactive protein) 13.2 mg/l; rheumatoid factor
IgM 26.1 МЕ/ml; antibodies for dsDNA 10.0 ea/ml; and antinuclear antibodies (Hep-2)
1/1280 sp. She was treated with conservative therapy with the use of immunodepressant (rituximab) with a positive outcome.
Consequently, she underwent a full battery of phonatory function studies (PhFS) [9].
This included visualization of the larynx using both WL and NBI® illumination as well
laryngovideostroboscopy (LVS) and HSDP. An image of this case showing B-nodes location and appearance is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. View of the glottis with WL
illumination of the B-nodes in situ.

Methods of analysis
Video recordings from HSDP and from LVS were analyzed using the DiagNova system.
This system is described in Chapter 21 of Volume I of this publication. In short, DiagNova
provides analysis of VF amplitude for each VF (left or right), or both, as well as analysis
of VF closure (opening and insufficiency), asymmetry, and phase differences, generating
both kymograms and phonovibrograms.
DiagNova processing of HSDP data
Video preprocessing
Because the original HDSP video had poor resolution (256 x 256 pixels), images were
submitted for stabilization and cropping processing with resulting video images useful
for processing converted only to a 96 x 80 pixel resolution (Figure 2). To get better parameterization results, the final video was resized by a factor of 3 and level-correction
was applied.
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Figure 2. Two stages of HDSP video preprocessing: original video (left); cropped and stabilized video (middle); cropped, stabilized, resized, and level-corrected video (right).
Vocal folds edges detection
All video frames have undergone VF edge detection as described in Chapters 15 and 21
of Volume I. The reprocessed HSDP VF images are presented in Figure 3 with markings
designating left (L, turquoise) and right (R, blue) VF edges.

Figure 3. This figure represents a phonovibrogram composed of five VF cycles. Such a
short sample may introduce bias, nonetheless the configuration of the visible cycles is
stable.
After reprocessing of these images, four kymographic lines were placed on the image
at three locations: both posteriorly and anteriorly to the B-node deposit (near and far
from B-node deposit) and directly on the deposit. This distance, posterior-to-anterior,
is designated as zero (0) to one hundred (100) percent, reflecting the longitudinal VF
dimensions. Zero corresponds to the most posterior portion of the visible VF and 100 to
the most anterior location of the respective VF. B-node deposit is placed between 25%
and 35%. Kymographic images for the mentioned cuts placement are presented in Tables
1 and 2.
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Table 1. Frames with VF edges and indicated positions of kymographic lines (cuts) for
posteriorly to and directly on B-node deposit kymographic cut placement.
Stage

Posteriorly to the B-node
deposit

Directly on the B-node
deposit

Frame with VF edges position detected

Derivation of the kymograph

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

Kymograph with one cycle
selected for further processing

One cycle isolation
Isolated one VF cycle

Fitting of the L and R VF
edges by periodic functions. Horizontal lines mark
extremes of fitting functions, differences in its vertical positions determine
phase difference in units of
video frames.
Phase difference calculation
Results:
By convention, the phase
difference is taken to be
positive if the left fold
leads the right fold.

The R VF leads the L VF by
0.6 y-axis division (equal
frames count in single
cycle), corresponding to
~0.5 of frame time.
Phase difference = 360° ×
difference/entire cycle =
360° × –0.6/10 = –21°

The R VF is in phase with
the L VF.
Phase difference = 0°
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Table 2. Frames with VF edges and indicated position of kymographic lines (cuts) for
anteriorly to and more anteriorly to B-node deposit kymographic cut placement.
Stage

Anteriorly to the B-node
deposit

More anteriorly to the Bnode deposit

Frame with VF edges position detected

Derivation of the kymograph

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

Kymograph with one cycle
selected for further processing

One cycle isolation
Isolated one VF cycle

Fitting of the L and R VF
edges by periodic functions. Horizontal lines mark
extremes of fitting functions, differences in its vertical positions determine
phase difference in units of
video frames.
Phase difference calculation
Results:
By convention, the phase
difference is taken to be
positive if the left fold
leads the right fold.

The R VF leads the L VF by
0.6 y-axis division (equal
frames count in single
cycle), corresponding to
~0.5 of frame time.
Phase difference = 360° ×
difference/entire cycle =
360° × –0.6/10 = –21°

Again, the R VF leads the
L VF by 1.5 y-axis division
(equal frames count in
single cycle), corresponding to 1.5 frame time.
Phase difference = 360° ×
difference/entire cycle
= 360° × –1.5/10 = –54°
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Parameterization
The results of parameterization conducted with VF edge movement analysis are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameterization results.
a) The chart shows overall signal amplitude (green) with
the amplitude of the R VF edge (blue) and of the L VF
edge (yellow), expressed in the percentage of the total
length of the VF (FL), measured perpendicularly to the
glottal axis. The y-axis unit is expressed as the percentage
of the total length of the VF (FL). The overall amplitude
reflects the width (gap) of the glottis at a given location.
Results:
Amplitude of the R VF near B-node deposit is reduced
and L VF amplitude is normal.

b) The chart shows open quotient (OQ, orange) and nonclosure insufficiency (NCInsuf, red), expressed for parts
with OQ=100% as a ratio of glottal opening gap at the
moment of the maximum glottic closing of the gap to the
moment of maximum opening. Zero essentially reflects
complete VF motion, while 100% reflects lack of motion.
Results:
B-node deposit induces high insufficiency (high NCInsuf
value) in almost the entire remaining length of VF. Within
the B-node deposit, the function of VF, with respect to
closing, remains correct.
Non-closing part 29.4% FL
29.4% of the total VF length (including commissures)
exhibits insuficiency.
RGGA 21.2%
21.2% of the glottis area is inactive (does not close).
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c) The chart shows asymmetry determined in three ways:
1. Amplitude asymmetry (orange), comparing individual amplitudes of both VF, calculated as:
AmplAsymmetry = |AL – AR|/(AL + AR)
this coefficient is hardly sensitive to phase differences
2. Phase asymmetry (green), comparing the sum
of individual VF amplitudes to the common amplitude (glottal gap width amplitude), according
to the formula:
PhaseAsymmetry = (AL + AR – ALR)/(AL + AR)
it is insensitive to amplitude differences;
3. Relative glottal gap center amplitude (blue),
comparing the virtual glottal gap center amplitude to the common amplitude as:
Rel2CommonAmpl = AC/(2ALR).
We are unsure whether we can conclude that this shows
the relative value of lesion location on voice production
with more posteriorly located lesions having less effects
than the more anteriorly located lesions.
Results:
Large amplitude asymmetry (orange) at the B-node
deposit position (~30% length) with virtually no phase
asymmetry (green). Outside the B-node deposit amplitude asymmetry quickly falls while a small phase asymmetry appears.
AmplAsymAvg_1/3 41.5% FL
AmplAsymAvg_2/3 27.5% FL
AmplAsymAvg_3/3 6.5% FL
PhaseAsymAvg_1/3

6.4%

PhaseAsymAvg_2/3

2.1%

PhaseAsymAvg_3/3

5.8%

d) The chart shows phase differences with respect to
B-node deposit location. This difference is most visible
at the actual B-node deposit and varies from negative to
positive from the posterior to anterior positions. Indirectly, this phase difference tells us which VF (L or R) leads in
phase.
PhaseDiffAvg_1/3

–24.1°

PhaseDiffAvg_2/3

12.0°

PhaseDiffAvg_3/3

–1.8°
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Conclusions
Based on this single case analysis, we are limited in concluding unequivocally on global
voice characteristics of B-nodes. However, some generalizations are feasible. These include: 1) the B-node anomaly is not behaving as an independent “tumor-growth”; 2) the
B-node lacks independently resonating frequency, but behaves rather like it was an integral part of the VF with only marginal global effects on the vibratory cycle; and 3) B-node
introduces localized modification of the VF function, causing glottic gap and disturbing
phase differences of the vibratory cycle.
These characteristics, specifically the notions that the B-node works as the integral
part of the VF, speak against the traumatic etiology (see Chapter 46 in this volume).
Phase differences indicate different vibratory patterns of L and R VF, showing that one
VF with the B-node located more towards the anterior commissure causes more havoc
than the B-node located more posteriorly. However, to draw more universal conclusions,
a larger data corpus is needed.
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